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Jedan od glavnih događaja prošlog veka bilo je prepoznavanje klastera kao gradivnih blokova
novih materijala. „Superalkalni“ klasteri zbog svoje energije ionizacije koja je niža od alkalnih
atoma, predstavljaju odlična redukciona sredstva; stoga su prepoznati kao dobri kandidati za
sintezu neobično jedinjenja. „Superalkali“, igra važnu ulogu u nauci o hemiji i materijalima zbog
svog potencijala da služe kao strukturne jedinice za sastavljanje novih nanostrukturisanih
funkcionalnih materijala, kao što su nelinearni optički materijali, materijali za skladištenje
vodonika, kao i odličan redukcioni reagens za smanjenje emisije ugljen-dioksida, azot-oksida i
molekularnog azota. Jedan od načina za dobijanje klastera je korišćenje nekonvencionalnih
metoda. Do danas, masena spektrometrija se pokazala ključnom metodom koja nema alternativu
u oblasti proizvodnje „superalkalijskih“ klastera. Međutim, da bi se dobili ovi klasteri, potrebno
je izvršiti modifikacije masenih spektrometra dostupnih na tržištu. U ovom radu će biti
predstavljene mogućnosti dobijanja „superalkalnih“ klastera kombinacijom dve klasične metode
masene spektrometrije, poput Knudsenove ćelije i površinske ionizacije u magnetnom masenom
spektrometru. Modifikovana klasična površinska jonizacija masena spektrometrija potvrdila se
kao efikasna i jeftina metoda za dobijanje ovih klastera.
Ključne reči: „Superalkalni“ klasteri;masena spektrometrija; Knudsenova ćelija
One of the major developments of the past century was the recognition of clusters as building
blocks of new materials. “Superalkali” clusters because of their ionization energies which lower
than alkaline atoms, present the excellent reducing agents; hence, they are recognized as good candidates for the synthesis of unusually compounds. “Superalkalis”, plays an important role in the
chemistry and material science because of their potential to serve as structural units for the assembly of novel nanostructured functional materials, such as nonlinear optical materials, hydrogen
storage materials, as well as an excellent reduction reagent for decreasing emissions of carbon
dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and molecular nitrogen. One way to get a cluster is to use unconventional
methods. To date, the mass spectrometry has proven itself a crucial method, which has no alternative, in the field of the production “superalkali” clusters. However, in order to obtain these clusters, it is necessary to make modifications of the mass spectrometers available on the market. Within this paper, the possibilities of obtaining “superalkali” clusters by combining two classical methods of mass spectrometry such as, Knudsen cell and the surface ionization within a magnetic mass
spectrometer will be presented. The modified classic surface ionization mass spectrometry has confirmed to be an efficient and inexpensive method for obtaining these clusters.
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1 Introduction
The direct translation of the word cluster means group, however, in different disciplines clusters have different meanings. In physics and chemistry, a cluster means a group of atoms or molecules formed by interactions ranging from very weak van der Waals to strong ionic bonds with regular and arbitrarily scalable repetition of a basic unit. Clusters can be composed of a few to a few
thousand basic units, and their size is intermediate between atoms and balks. The most important
feature of clusters is that their characteristics can be changed by adding a single atom or electron.
Clusters possess a large number of energetically close isomers, and the number of isomers grows
huge with increasing cluster size, this is different from molecules that have a well-defined composition and structure (organic compound have only a small number of isomers). The fact that clusters
can be produced from almost any element in the periodic table leads to a wide-ranging interest of
researchers in the studies of clusters of various compositions. In the cluster area, another great discovery was the fact that clusters could be the basic structural unit of new materials, which are relatively easy and cheap to produce in laboratory conditions [1, 2].
“Superalkalis” are a class of heterogeneously clusters that are characterized by lower ionization energies than that of an alkali metals atom (Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs). Here, it should be highlighted,
that “superhalogen” clusters that possess higher electron affinities than those of electronegative elements (such as, F, Cl, O, and so on) exist as well. The concept of “superalkal” and “superhalogen”
were defined by Gutsev and Boldyrev, who are still continuously researching the design of these
clusters and concept expansion of them. They described mononuclear “superalkals” like a series of
molecules MLk+1, where M is an electronegative atom with the maximal formal valence k, while L
is an alkali metal atom (for example, OLi4, CLi6, FLi2, FNa2 or Li2F, Na2F, Li4O, Li6C); while the
general formula for “supehalogen” is MXk+1 where M can be an element of metals, k represents the
valence and the number of center atom M, X represents highly electronegative ligands, for example
NaF2, LiF2, Pt2Cl3, (unfortunately, they used the mark M in both cases which can lead to confusion)
[3-15].
The mononuclear LinF (n = 2 and 3) clusters violate stoichiometry based on the octet rule
since they have nine or more valence electrons. However, theoretical calculations by Schleyer et al.
indicate that stability of this cluster originates from their chemical bonding which consists of the
attractive electrostatic interaction between the positively charged metal “network” (Lin+) and negatively charged electronegative atom (F-) [16].
The theoretical work of several research groups has shown that in addition to mononuclear,
there are other types of “superalkalis” such as, binuclear (M is two different electronegative atom,
for example, CNLi2 or Li2CN cluster), polynuclear (M is CO3, SO3, PO4, AsO4), bimetallic (L are
“mixed” alkali atoms, for example, LiNaCl cluster), and non-metallic species [17]. These clusters,
their chemical bonds, which are more complex than previously described, as well as their isomers,
go beyond the scope and goal of this paper and therefore are not described in detail.
The aim of this paper is to briefly present theoretical research of potential applications and to
describe ways to obtain “superalkali” clusters.

2 Potential aplication
Castelman and Khana have recently demonstrated that “superalkali”/”superhalogen” clusters
mimic the chemical behavior of elements in the periodic table, and maintain their structural and
electronic integrities when assembled with other species. Hence “superalkalis/superhalogens” may
be excellent candidates to combine with other atoms or clusters. For example, together “superalkali” and “superhalogen”, can form new kinds of clusters, called “superatoms”. Those “superatoms”
may serve as potential building blocks for the new cluster assembled materials with unique properties [18, 19].
Li et al. have predicted a series of “superatom” clusters which exhibit extraordinarily large nonlinear optical response [20]. Paduani et al. have shown that mononuclear “superalkali” Li3O, Li4O,
and Na8 clusters can be combined with Gd or V and form compounds with an outstanding magnetic
response [21, 22].
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Generally, “superalkali” clusters have a strong tendency to give up an electron and to become
a cationic species, while “superhalogens” have a tendency to accept an electron and to become anionic species. For these reasons, “superalkali” and “superhalogen” clusters are recognized as strong
reduction and oxidation reagents, respectively. Because “superalkalis” possess excellent reducibility
they can be employed to reduce carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrogene oxides (NOx, x = 1 and 2), and
nitrogen (N2) molecules, which have extremely high stability [23, 24, 25].
It is well known that carbon dioxide emission, due to ever so quick industrialization, is a
problem everywhere on our planet. Materials for capturing CO2 need to have a high and selective
absorption. There are many proposed materials for this purpose, such as monoethanolamine, porous
organic polymers, carbon materials, zeolites, metal-organic frameworks [26, 27, 28, 29]. However,
these materials have many weaknesses, such are low selectivity and high cost. Hence a different
strategy for decreasing the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere is proposed. This new strategy
requires suitable compounds for the complete oxidation or reduction of the thermally stable CO2
molecule. Czapla and Skurski have calculated that the “superhalogen” series SbnF5n+1 (n = 1–3),
especially the largest cluster Sb3F16, can ionize CO2 by accepting an electron from it [30]. However,
Park and Meloni have shown that the chemical bond formed between Li3F2 and CO2 is stronger than
that of a “superhalogen” cluster and CO2. Due to the easy electron transfer from the “superalkali”
Li3F2 clusters to the CO2, it is formed CO2-, despite the fact that CO2 possesses no positive electron
affinity. This process can be utilized for the conversion of CO2 to useful products (methanol fuel
and carboxylic acid) [23].
Nitrogen oxides (NOn, n = 1, 2) are known to be major air pollutants because NO and NO2
gases react with certain organic compounds forming smog and destroying ozone, which has a significant impact on human health (damage to lung tissue and reduction in lung function) [31, 32]. To
date, urea or ammonia with or without the use of a catalyst are used for the reduction of NOn. In this
case, NOn are converted into nitrogen molecule, water and carbon dioxide. Srivastava has found
that “superalkali” FLi2 represents the effective mean in the single-electron reduction of NOn into
NOn- [24].
Nitrogen (N2) is the most abundant gas molecule on Earth, and very useful for biological systems, but not in the form of molecules. Nitrogen is an inertness gas due to its negative electron affinity of 1.8 eV, and high ionization energy (15.0 eV), which is why it is so difficult for reduction
and oxidation [33]. The process of converting N2 into a useful form is called fixation or activation.
To date industrial way to activate N2 (nitrogen fixation) is converting N2 to ammonia (NH3) using
Haber–Bosch hydrogenation. This reaction occurs under extreme conditions - temperature range
from 600 to 800 K, and pressures as high as 500 atm. Biological fixation performed by the nitrogenase enzyme, the iron (Fe) and the molybdenum iron (MoFe) proteins, is the reaction that occurs
under much less extreme conditions (ca. 290 K and 0.8 atm) than the Haber–Bosch hydrogenation
[34].
Many studies have been done in both practical and theoretical areas to discover more effective
ways to activate N2, which is based on the greatest possible distancing of the nitrogen atom. Computational analysis has confirmed that in the metal complexes, such as aluminum clusters with nitrogene, Al44N2+, can successfully stretch the N-N bond length up to the average value of 1.65 Å
[35]. Schleyer and co-workers investigated the complexes of N2 with various lithium “superalkali”
clusters (Li2, Li4, Li6, and Li8). They have shown that in the complex Lin-N2 occurs to stepwise
cleavage of the N-N bond and elongated the bond length up to 3.023 Å [36]. Park and Meloni have
calculated bond length between N2 in (Li3F2)6N2 is 5.501Å, such that it can be concluded that N2 is
completely separated. The activation of diatomic nitrogen can be explained in terms of the addition
of electrons, from “superalkali” Li3F2 clusters, into the N2 empty MOs, as a result, increases the
distance between the atoms of the nitrogen [25].
“Superalkali” clusters have the potential to become effective hydrogen storage materials because their positively charged metal “network” can bond with molecular hydrogen through electrostatic interactions. Wang et al. found an improved electron transfer between H2 and “superalkali”
(Li2F)-coated C60. They have shown that 68H2 molecules can be stably stored by the C60(Li2F)12
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cluster. This result suggests that the hydrogen storage capacities for solid sorbents can be greatly
improved using “superalkalis”, which can enhance interactions between the hydrogen and host [37].
In the past few decades, there are many theoretical publications about the applications of
“superalkali” clusters, but the experimental research is rare.

3 Production “superalkali” clusters
Mass spectrometry is a key method for producing clusters. It can be briefly described that
three major components of mass spectrometers have following roles: ion source, for producing cluster ions with a mix of size from the appropriate sample; a mass analyzer, for separate the cluster
ions to their mass-to-charge ratio; and detector system, for identification the cluster ions and recording the relative stabilities of each of the detected ionic species. To date, many ion sources have been
used for obtaining mononuclear “superalkali” clusters; among them, the most significant are Knudsen cell-electron impact and laser ablation [9-12, 39]. It should be noted that the production of clusters requires significant modifications of commercial mass spectrometers.
The magnetic sector mass spectrometer, with the ionization chamber which is equipped with
three classical ionization methods ( the electron impact, the surface ionization, and the Knudsen
cell) was constructed in the Department of Physical Chemistry (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The ionization chamber of the magnetic sector mass spectrometer,
1 - electron source, 2 - gas inlet, 3 - standard Knudsen cell, 4 – the carrier for the surface
ionization source or the Knudsen cell.
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The triple filament source of surface ionization which consists of the side (evaporation) filament and central filaments and the Knudsen cell are presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. A) The triple filament source of surface ionization,
1 – the side filament, 2 – the central filament. B) The Knudsen cell.
There are several ways to use this mass spectrometer as the source of “superalkali” clusters.
Generally, the surface ionization is a method for generating ions at the hot metal filaments,
but it has been shown that this method can be used to obtain these kinds of clusters. The triple filament source of surface ionization was used for that purpose (Figure 2A). The ion source is made of
three rhenium filaments of the same dimension (8mm × 1mm × 0.05mm). The samples were the
solutions of LiX/LiI/C2H5OH, (X = F, Cl, Br), which were deposited on the side filaments, while
the C60/toluene solution was deposited on the central filament. The temperature of the side evaporation filaments was in the range of (200 - 1000 K), while the temperature range of central filament
was (200-2000 K). The resulting mononuclear clusters were of the type LinX, n=2 and 3, (X = F, Cl,
Br, I) [39].
It is known that the small size “superalkali” clusters of type LinX, (Li3O, Li2F, Li6C, Li4O,
Li4S, Li4P, Li2CN) were obtained by the standard Knudsen cell mass spectrometry combined with
the electron impact ionization [9-12].
The standard experimental setup places Knudsen cell outside of the ionization chamber. Neutral clusters are obtained from an appropriate mixture of inorganic salts, which heats up in the
Knudsen's cell. The neutral clusters obtained from the cell were ionized used the electron impact
method. However, in the experimental research that was carried out at the Department of Physical
Chemistry, the Knudsen cell was placed into the ionization chamber so that the Knudsen cell orifice
was closer to the electron beam than in the standard case. This enabled more efficient ionization of
the neutral clusters formed in the cell. Another modification was that the Knudsen cell can be held
on at + 30V with respect to the ionization chamber, it allowed direct identification of positive
charge cluster ions generated in the cell. The Knudsen's cell was cylindrical in shape, was made of
tantalum or nickel. The height of the cylinder was 7 mm, the outside diameter was 6mm and the
orifice diameter was 0.1 mm (Figure 2B). The sample was the LiI/LiF/C70 mixture. Thanks to the
mentioned changes and variation of the molar ratio of LiF and LiI, two series of clusters were obtained LinI and LinF (n = 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6), for the first time [40].
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Heating the Knudsen cell is an important issue. In the standard case, the heater is tungsten
wire which is uniformly wrapped around the Knudsen cell. The results showed that the Knudsen
cell becomes a more efficient cluster source if the heater is placed directly in the cell. The filament
of the surface ionization source can be used as a heater. This filament of rhenium is placed in the
centre of the bottom of Knudsen cell. In this experimental setup, the temperature of the cell is not
uniform throughout the inner cavity. The heater temperature was between 500 - 2700 K. The sample was inorganic salt such as, MX, M - Li or K, X - F, Cl, Br, I, which were loaded in this Knudsen
cell. The serial of lithium and potassium mononuclear clusters such as LinBr, LinCl+ KnX (n = 2 – 6)
were obtained. The binuclear clusters like as KnBrn-1+ (n = 3 - 5) LinCl2+ (n = 4 – 7), and LinCln-1+ (n
= 3 – 5) were detected, too [41-47].

4 Conclusion
“Superalkalis”, are excellent reducing substances, and thus, are attracting more and more attention in recent years. Theoretically, the potential for discovering new “superalkalis” is limitless,
so hence their practical application remains still a challenge.
It has been shown that the combination of the Knudsen cell and surface ionization is a simple,
inexpensive, and efficient method for obtaining mononuclear and binuclear “superalkali” clusters.
However, the experimental works on “superalkalis” are still limited to the detection of cluster ions
in the gas phase; hence more efforts should be paid to produce “superalkalis” in large quantities.
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